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PROs One of a kind; shallow learning curve; good value.

internal mics a bit harsh; only 30fps video; battery life 
could be better.

cONs

REVIEW

Although the company is perhaps better known for stills 
cameras and medical imaging, Olympus has been in 
the pocket recorder market for decades. 
It developed the Microcassette format 

in 1969 and I’ve been using a Pearlcorder 
Microcassette for interviews for years. From 
memo recorders to slim and sophisticated 
stereo PCM devices the range is extensive. The 
LS-20M (about UK£250 + VAT) combines an 
HD video camcorder and PCM audio recorder 
in a device that is eminently pocketable. Built 
into a sleek plastic case the size of a large 
smartphone, LS-20M power comes from 
a 750mAh proprietary lithium ion battery 
pack or externally via a mini USB jack. An 
in-line mains charger/adaptor is supplied. 
Also included is a mini USB to USB A 
cable for connection to a PC or Mac and a 
2Gb SD card.

SDHC cards are also supported and 
unusually Olympus states that: ‘You 
can use any commercially available card 
with the recorder.’ Personally, I would 
stick to class 6 or better from reputable 
manufacturers. The mini USB and a micro 
HDMI socket to connect to a TV or other HDMI 
capable device are located behind a captive 
flexible flap at the bottom. Underneath, there 
is a threaded tripod bush and the battery 
compartment is accessed by a spring catch and 
sliding cover. Strangely this is the only non-
captive cover on the machine. On the right 
hand side a slide switch selects audio only or 
video plus audio modes and a small captive 
door gives access to the SD card slot.

Mic and Ear 3.5mm jacks are on the right-
hand side with a strap fixing hole below. The 
power switch is the slide down momentarily 
to turn on, slide down and wait to turn off 
and slide up to hold type. A proprietary socket 
accommodates an optional wireless remote 
receiver. At the top the stereo mic capsules 
flank the forward facing camera lens and there 
is a bright red LED Peak indicator. The front 
panel has two screens, a 320 X 240 two-inch 
colour main display and a 159 X 51 orange 
mono subsidiary. Both screens are clear and 
bright but as expected the colour screen cannot 
cope with bright sunlight. A large Stop and internally illuminated Rec 
buttons lie just above the usual cruciform navigation control with 
Play/OK button in the middle. Small buttons for Erase, programmable 
Function, A-B repeat, Menu and List are in an arc below.

Audio recordings can be made in any of six modes: 24-bit PCM 
at 96kHz or 88kHz; 16-bit PCM at 48kHz or 44.1kHz (all into WAV 
files); and 16-bit MP3 at 320kbps or 256kbps. Movie modes are 
1920 x 1080 30fps or 1280 x 720 30fps with any of the PCM audio 
formats and 640 x 480 30fps with either of the MP3 audio formats 
all packaged as QuickTime movies. Quoted battery record run times 
of up to four hours audio or just over an hour in HD video seem a 
little optimistic in my experience but this could improve somewhat 
with repeated charging. File sizes have the usual limits, 2Gb for WAV 
and 4Gb for MOV.

Anyone who has a digital camera will be right at home with the 
set-up menus and operation is mostly intuitive. For example, record 
level is left for down, right for up and the four times digital zoom is 
up for in and down for out. One press on Rec puts the machine into 

standby with monitoring and a second press starts the recording. 
The filing system is easy to negotiate and the LS-20M appears as a 
mass storage device when connected to a computer.

Of course, as with most cameras and recorders, there are some 
features that I wouldn’t use in a million years such as Magic Movie 
effects but there are also some very useful features including two 
levels of audio sensitivity, auto or manual record levels, spot or 
multizone metering, an image stabiliser and manual or auto white 
balance, normal or high ISO modes and plus or minus two stops of 
exposure compensation. A Reverse Angle function flips the monitor 

image so you can use the camera upside down 
for those difficult over the heads of the crowd 

shots. Large files can be split using the 
Divide function. 

 Other Olympus pocket audio recorders 
have already become indispensable tools 
for reporters and anyone who needs 
to be able to capture the moment. In 
comparison with other brands offering 
similar functionality the Olympus 
models tend to be smaller and feel 
better put together for their price points. 
Like most pocket audio recorders the 
LS-20M is sensitive to handling noise 
and air movement. Unlike many others 
a simple foam windgag makes a huge 
improvement (I used one from a Zoom) 
and I have no doubt the Olympus 
optional furry gag would improve things 
still further. The internal mics are boosted 
somewhat in the top mid and a windgag 
also helps to tame this. I shot a number 

of tests, both audio and video, and all 
things considered the LS-20M acquitted 
itself very well. Using a decent external 
mic audio is unsurprisingly better than 
with the internal mics. The video is more 
than OK for newsworthy occasions and an 
improvement over the phone shot material 
I’ve seen before. 

Video recording is at 30fps progressive 
only (actually 29.971fps according to 
GSpot), which limits its utility theoretically 
in a European context but for this money 
I’m not going to be too picky. I would 
have preferred an MP4 wrapper to the 
annoying QuickTime though. The camera 
has a ¼-inch 5 megapixel CMOS sensor 
and performed better in low light than I 
was expecting. It can even be used as a 
webcam.

With smartphones becoming ever more 
versatile some might question the relevance 
of such a device. However, The LS-20M is 
ready to go out of the box whereas a phone 

would need external mics and an app to achieve the 
same functionality. Just as important, once set up, the LS-20M only 
requires two button presses after switching on to start recording with 
your previous choice of settings.

As somebody wiser than me once said, ‘The best recorder is the 
one you have in your pocket.’ The LS-20M is slim and light and 
therefore much more likely to be carried around routinely. When you 
do need to record something in a hurry, you’ll be glad it’s there. The 
fact that you can record full HD video at the same time as PCM audio 
makes it unique in this form factor. n

Olympus LS-20M
Picture and sound combine in a slick package.  
ROB JAMES has an audio and video recorder in his 
pocket and he is pleased to see you…
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